NEW HORIZONS
FLOORING CO.
Disclaimers for your consideration:
Notes to be aware of: Our goal as a company is to educate and inform all of our valued customers of
things to consider on your specific job.
Selection of stain colors: This information is designed to inform you that the darker in color you go, the
more visible imperfections will be. Due to the aggressive nature of the sand equipment, it can leave swirl
marks on the floor here and there. Dark and red colors tend to highlight that. We will do all in our power
to prep the floor against having these sort of issues however, some things are beyond our control. It is
common if you choose a dark or red color that you will have some imperfections in your floor, here and
there.
It is common if you choose a dark or red stain that we may have touch-ups and minor repairs to
make to the stained floor after the stain day, which could prolong your job by one day.
To reduce imperfections in your floor, we can water pop the floor before hand at an extra charge to be
determined. We highly recommend doing this.
We will do all we can on our part as professionals to accomplish a high quality, beautiful floor for
you and your family for years to come.
By signing this, you acknowledge and agree to the fact that there are particular circumstances when you
choose dark or red stain colors to put on a natural surface, such as a tree.
Note: Lighter, more traditional stain colors greatly reduce any imperfections caused by the sanding
process.
Signature
Use of high gloss finish or semi-gloss: Gloss finish tends to magnify all imperfections on Hardwood
floors. It displaces light at any and all humps and valleys. It also can magnify swirl marks created by the
aggressive nature of the sanding equipment and expose lines that may be caused by your floors being
unlevel due to the subfloor. This information is designed to help you be alert to the issues that a gloss
finish may create. We highly recommend you go with a satin finish, which is designed to be more
forgiving on a natural product such as a tree.
If you select gloss, we will do all we can on our part to ensure a quality floor. By signing this, you
acknowledge and accept the risks involved in using gloss finish.
Depending on the species of wood you decide on, there may be an extra cost to prep against the gloss
finish.
Signature

Thank you for considering this information.
John Kramer
Owner and operator

